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A disclination-based framework is used to quantify the effect of rotational incompatibility on internal
stresses and excess energies in crystalline media in the presence of symmetric tilt boundaries and triple
junctions. Also, a new theoretical model for triple junctions, based on the balance of rotational incompat-
ibility at surfaces of discontinuity is introduced. The systems internal energies are obtained ﬁrst by con-
sidering solely the Cauchy stress and elastic strain relationship and then by considering a more general
Cosserat-type elastic response, involving couple-stresses and elastic curvature. Comparison between the
two models in face centered cubic systems yields quantiﬁcation of the contribution of rotational defects
to internal energy. The work reveals that the curvature and its work conjugate provide for a signiﬁcant
part of the elastic strain energy of symmetric tilt boundaries. In the case of triple junctions, due to screen-
ing, such contribution is found to ﬂuctuate signiﬁcantly. The model is used to exhibit the evolution of the
energy of triple junctions built solely from symmetric tilt boundaries as a function of their degrees of
freedom. It reveals signiﬁcant departure from Herrings relationship.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Volterra’s treatise on line defects in crystalline media (Volterra,
1907), introduced six different types of defects. Three of them in-
duce an incompatible lattice translation and the other three an
incompatible lattice rotation. Nowadays, the former are referred
to as dislocations and the latter as disclinations. A general line de-
fect could contain both dislocation and disclination character
(Romanov and Kolesnikova, 2009). While dislocations have re-
ceived considerable interest since the early 1930s – resulting in
critically important ﬁndings spanning from the ﬁrst observation
of a Read-Shockley source to the most recent prediction of the exis-
tence of the crossed-states, disclinations have received dispropor-
tionally less interest. Perhaps key to this imbalance is the fact that
the stress ﬁeld of an inﬁnitely long dislocation has an inverse rela-
tionship with distance to the line, r, while that of an inﬁnitely long
disclination has a logarithmic dependence with r (Romanov and
Kolesnikova, 2009). Therefore, the elastic strain energy of a discli-
nation increases with the crystals volume. On the contrary, discli-
nation dipoles have ﬁnite elastic strain energies due to the partial
screening of their stress ﬁelds (Romanov, 1993). As such, their
presence in crystalline media is energetically possible. As sug-
gested in a series of work (Indeitsev et al., 2010; Ovid’Ko et al.,ll rights reserved.
(L. Capolungo).2011; Romanov et al., 2009), their inﬂuence on plasticity is ex-
pected to be particularly relevant at ﬁne scales – e.g. nanostruc-
tured polycrystals.
From the theory of incompatibility, both translational and rota-
tional defects can be related to a representative aerial density ten-
sor (e.g. Nye’s tensor in the case of dislocations (Nye, 1953))
allowing for modeling of these defects in a continuous fashion.
However, practical application accounting for the contributions
of disclinations to plasticity in crystalline media has not been dem-
onstrated. The complexity arising here is due to the limited knowl-
edge on disclination transport and mobility, and on the dynamic
mechanisms of disclination/disclination and disclination/disloca-
tion interactions. Nevertheless, a complete elasto-plastic constitu-
tive model was developed by Clayton et al. for ﬁnite
transformations (Clayton et al., 2006). In the proposed approach,
both geometrically necessary dislocations and disclinations densi-
ties are accounted for. Also, the constitutive model accounts for
couple-stresses as well as for the Cauchy stresses. Unfortunately,
owing to its complexity, no application of the model has been
made so far.
Although, no connection has yet been made to account for dis-
clinations, other approaches such as that based on Cosserat med-
ium proposed by Forest (Forest et al., 1999), and the
micromorphic microstrain approaches – i.e. micro curl and curlHp
approach (Forest, 2008; Forest et al., 1999; Gurtin, 2008; Gurtin
et al., 2007) – introduce a couple-stress tensor, in relation with a
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morphic models the work conjugate of the double stress tensor is
the curl of the plastic distortion, as opposed to Cosserat approaches
where the work conjugate of the couple-stress tensor is the curva-
ture tensor – the latter being related to a disclination density ten-
sor. While of great interest, these approaches make relatively few
connections with crystal defects. Let us note however, that a signif-
icant step in that direction was made in recent contribution by
Mayeur et al. (2011).
On the contrary, disclinations have already been used to inves-
tigate a series of elasto-static problems, using a discrete represen-
tation. Of particular interest to the present work are the
contributions related to grain and twin boundaries as well as triple
junctions (TJ). In early work by Li (1972) and Shih and Li (1975), it
was shown that the excess energy of a symmetric tilt boundary can
be computed by representing the grain boundary as an alternating
sequence of special boundaries separated by disclination dipoles of
alternating strengths. Atomistic simulations have shown the con-
nection between the strength and position of disclination dipoles
and the atomistic structure of grain boundaries. These were found
to be composed of series of structural units. Gertsman et al. (1989)
thus proposed an extension of the Shih and Li’s disclination model
of grain boundaries, referred to as the disclination structural unit
model (hereafter DSUM). In the DSUM model, the positions of all
dipoles also correspond to those of secondary grain boundary dis-
locations. Therefore, alternative models based on dislocations are
geometrically equivalent – but as shown in the present work not
energetically equivalent. This method was used with success to
compute the energy of symmetric tilt [001] boundaries in Cu and
Ni Bachurin et al. (2003) and of symmetric tilt ½1100 boundaries
in hexagonal closed packed (hcp) metals (Wu et al., 2004) based
on the structural unit model in hcp by Farkas (1994). Closed-form
analytical solutions were derived by Wu (2002) for the elastic
stress and strain ﬁelds of a periodic array of interfacial wedge dis-
clination dipoles in a bicrystal under transversely isotropic condi-
tions. Interestingly, to the author’s knowledge the contribution of
elastic curvatures – and couple-stresses, their work conjugate-to
the elastic energy of grain boundaries has never been quantiﬁed.
Similarly to grain boundaries, the properties of triple lines can
be addressed from the use of disclinations. The two particularly
critical questions are that of their energy – for which experimental
measures are complex (Fortier et al., 1991) – and of their contribu-
tion to plasticity. Herring’s model of TJs provides for a relationship
between the TJ dihedral angles and the speciﬁc energies of each
grain boundary (Herring, 1951). TJs whose geometry obeys Her-
ring’s model are usually regarded as minimum energy triple lines
– equivalent to the grain boundaries corresponding to the energy
cusps. Herring’s model is based solely on a force balance and does
not consider kinematic compatibility conditions.
In an alternative approach, (Bollmann, 1991) extended the con-
cept of the O-lattice theory to intersecting grain boundaries. Two
types of TJs are distinguished; (1) I-lines and (2) U-lines. The latter
have a strain ﬁeld equivalent to that of a disclination placed at the
TJ, while the former do not. The magnitude and type of the ‘‘equiv-
alent disclination’’ at the TJ is obtained by deﬁning for each grain
boundary the rotation operation transforming a given crystal into
its neighbor and yielding a nearest neighbor relationship. Then
the product of the transformation matrices is compared to identity.
Departure from identity leads to a U line (Bollmann, 1991). In an-
other approach based on the Frank–Bilby formalism (Dimitrakopu-
los et al., 1996), it is found, at variance with Bollmann, that
kinematically compatible TJs do not exhibit a defect character. This
issue is to be discussed in the present work.
Note here that Bollmann’s work considers TJs where the inter-
secting grain boundaries each have length equal to an integral mul-
tiple of their period vector. When it is not the case, it was shown inKing (1993) that compensating disclinations are required at TJs to
ensure a homogeneous distribution of the orientation within each
grain. Precise quantiﬁcation of the strength of those compensating
defects – obtained from use of both a grain boundary dislocation
and of the DSUM showed that it is always smaller than that of
an equivalent lattice dislocation (Nazarov et al., 2003). Neglecting
these compensating disclinations and representing grain bound-
aries via the use of dislocation arrays, a ﬁrst attempt was made
in Shekhar and King (2008) to understand the evolution of TJ elas-
tic energies – disregarding curvature contributions – as a function
of geometry (Shekhar and King, 2008). The study is limited to a
small set of possible TJ geometries with dihedral angles equal to
120 degrees. The effect of dihedral angle was studied solely in
the case of a + 4, 2, 2 grain boundary misorientation TJ. As
such, a general relationship between TJ geometry and its excess en-
ergy has not yet been reached.
An understanding of the excess energy of triple lines – with re-
spect to that of grain boundaries – is particularly critical as these
can relax via many different modes; i.e. cracking, grain boundary
distortion and, at higher total misorientation, via twin and disloca-
tion emissions. This was shown in atomistic simulations on Co
nanowire (Zhou et al., 2008) on TJs built from low symmetry grain
boundaries. However, the relationship between relaxation process,
grain boundary energy and TJ geometry has not yet been
understood.
In light of the above, and as a ﬁrst step, the proposed study
aims at predicting the relationship between TJ excess energy and
geometry. In this respect, the potential role of tangential continu-
ity conditions on the elastic curvature at grain boundaries and
their compatibility at TJs will be addressed via the introduction
of a model for the rotational incompatibility at TJs. As a TJ has
11 degrees of freedom, the present work will consider a subspace
of all possible TJ geometry where the relationship between geom-
etry and excess energy of TJs built from symmetric tilt grain
boundaries is to be studied. The numerical approach to be used
will also aim at quantifying the effect of couple-stresses and their
work conjugates on the elastic energies of symmetric tilt bound-
aries and TJs.
The paper is divided in three sections. Section 2 recalls the basic
mathematics of the elasto-static disclination theory and the consti-
tutive approach used. In Section 3, the DSUM model is recalled and
then used to compute the complete elastic energy of symmetric
[001] tilt boundaries in pure Cu. With this, the numerical proce-
dure used to compute the elastic strain energy of the system can
be validated. Additionally, the contributions of curvature and cou-
ple-stresses to the excess energy of grain boundaries are quanti-
ﬁed. Section 4 focuses on the case of TJs. First the kinematic
constraints imposed by symmetric tilt boundary TJs are recalled.
Second, a general kinematic approach based on incompatibility
theory is introduced to provide for a general description of TJs. Last,
the model is applied to the case of junctions of symmetric tilt [001]
boundaries.2. Disclination stress ﬁelds and relationship to couple-stresses
From the point of view of kinematics at the scale of individual
defects, a dislocation – thus geometrically necessary – induces an
incompatibility in the plastic distortion (Nye, 1953). As the overall
deformation gradient is compatible, it alternatively induces an
incompatibility in the elastic distortion. The compatibility condi-
tion on the total distortion induces a condition on both the strain
tensor and the rotation vector (Kroner, 1985). As discussed in
review on compatibility theory by deWit (1970), when the line
defect contains a disclination character – e.g. a wedge disclination
– the elastic/plastic curvature is incompatible. Then, the
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elastic (or of the plastic) curvature tensor. Analytical derivations,
as exempliﬁed in Mura (1982), show that the stress ﬁeld of a line
defect – containing both dislocation and disclination character –
can be expressed as an integral over the defect line. Closed form
solutions for the stress and strain ﬁelds of straight inﬁnitely long
discrete disclinations in isotropic (deWit, 1973), transversely iso-
tropic and bi-material systems have been derived. In the presence
of disclinations, the elastic strain energy of the system should thus
account for the contributions of both, strain and curvature and
their respective work conjugates, the symmetric stress and cou-
ple-stress tensors, respectively. Denoting, (u,x) the elastic dis-
placement and rotation vector ﬁelds, one can deﬁne the elastic
strain, e, and curvature tensors, j, as follows:
eij ¼ 12 ðui;j þ uj;iÞ ð1Þ
and
jij ¼ xi;j: ð2Þ
Here the symbol ‘,’ denotes a spatial derivative and subscripts
denote individual components of matrices and tensors. The deﬁni-
tions (1,2) have kinematic character. They do not involve any con-
stitutive assumption. In particular, the elastic rotation does not
include any micropolar rotation. Note further that, if the total rota-
tion vector is half the curl of the total displacement when the body
undergoes elasto-plastic deformation without breaking, such is not
the case of the elastic rotation and displacement vectors in incom-
patible elastic theory. Some interesting features of the dislocation/
disclination parallel can be additionally denoted (Romanov and
Vladimirov, 1992). For example, the stress ﬁelds of a tilt boundary
segment and of a two-axis (n) wedge disclination dipole are iden-
tical if the total Burgers vector of the tilt boundary is equal to the
product of the strength of the disclination dipole by the arm length.
As shown in Fig. 1, when the arm length t of a dipole of Frank vec-
tor magnitude x is very small, such that one has
b ¼ xt; ð3Þ
the disclination dipole converges to a single edge dislocation with
Burger’s vector magnitude b.
As derived in Mura (1982), the strain and curvature tensors can
be expressed under the form of line integrals over the defect.
In the case of inﬁnitely long discrete disclinations aligned with
the 3-axis and in isotropic elasticity the elastic strain and curva-
ture, under plane strain conditions, are expressed as follows (de-
Wit, 1973):Fig. 1. Schematic of the edge dislocation and wedgee11 ¼  x1x34pð1 vÞ ð1 2vÞ
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Fig. 2. Curvature ﬁelds – 13 component – of an inﬁnitely long disclination dipole (a) and its kinematically equivalent inﬁnitely long dislocation (b) in elastically isotropic Cu.
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fect line, Frank vector, the distance between a point in the x1  x2
plane and the disclination line (n), the Dirac delta function and
the Poisson ratio, respectively. From the known elastic strain and
curvature the Cauchy stress, denoted with T, and couple-stress
(Kroner, 1963), denoted with M, tensors are given by:
Tij ¼ Cijkleekl: ð19Þ
And
Mij ¼ Aijkljekl: ð20Þ
Eqs. (4)–(18) result from the computation of the elastic distortion
induced by the disclination line. With the approach taken here,
symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor is enforced but the couple-
stress tensor is non-symmetric. Alternative constitutive models
may possibly feature a different structure (Mindlin and Tiersten,
1962). Due to symmetry of the stress tensor, the equilibrium condi-
tions on the couple stress tensor reduce to divM = 0. Importantly, in
deWit’s derivations, equilibrium conditions on Cauchy stress tensor
alone are respected. However, using the constitutive assumption
(20), it is found that equilibrium of the couple stresses is
respected-except on the line itself. In isotropic elasticity the fourth
order couple-stress elastic moduli tensor is given by Kroner (1963):
Aijkl ¼ aIijkl þ 2bJijkl þ 2cKijkl; ð21Þ
where I is the fourth order identity tensor given by:
Iijkl ¼ dikdjl ð22Þ
d is the Kronecker symbol. Tensors J and K, which respectively ex-
tract the deviatoric and hydrostatic parts of second order tensors,
are given by:
Jijkl ¼
1
2
ðdikdjl þ dildjkÞ ð23Þ
and
Kijkl ¼ 12 ðdikdjl  dildjkÞ: ð24Þ
Experimental determination of the couple-stress elasticity modulus
tensor remains an unsolved problem. Interestingly, mathematical
formalisms aiming at providing such measure via the use of
ultrasonic measurements have been introduced in Dinariev and
Nikolaevskii (1998) and Koebke and Weistsman (1970).The strain ﬁeld of a disclination dipole and its equivalent dislo-
cation-computed via use of (4)–(9) – are rigorously the same. How-
ever, as noted in review on disclination theory (Romanov and
Kolesnikova, 2009), the curvature differs substantially whether a
dislocation or a disclination approach is used. The component of
curvature for the equivalent dislocation can be computed via use
of formulae given in deWit (1973), while the elastic strain and cur-
vature ﬁelds of the disclination dipole are computed using (4)–
(18). The difference is illustrated in Fig. 2 showing the component
of the elastic curvature tensor for a disclination dipole (a) and for
its equivalent dislocation representation (b). The following param-
eters were used: x = 0.64 radians, dipole arm length t = 0.3 nm,
b =xt = 0.192 nm.
It is thus to be expected that using either a secondary grain
boundary dislocation or a disclination dipole representation of
grain boundaries will not yield the same estimate of the grain
boundary elastic energy if curvature contributions are accounted
for.3. The contribution of couple-stresses and rotations to the grain
boundary energy
3.1. Disclination based construction of symmetric tilt grain boundaries
In order to quantify the contributions of strain and curvature to
the grain boundary elastic energy, the DSUM model is used to rep-
resent inﬁnitely long symmetric tilt boundaries with h001i tilt axis
in face centered cubic crystals (fcc). A series of 29 misorientations
– between 0 and 90 – are considered here. These are shown in Ta-
ble 1 where vertical lines denote a single period of the grain
boundary and the dot represents a centered boundary – i.e. a
boundary with more than one coincident site lattice (CSL) in its
period. For the sake of rigor, the DSUM model is recalled here.
As originally devised by Li, any perfect planar symmetric tilt
grain boundary, with misorientation h such that h1 < h < h2 – can
be represented by a sequence of special boundaries separated by
disclination dipoles of alternating Frank vector magnitude
(strengths) x = ± (h2  h1). Therefore, a set of speciﬁc reference
misorientations (h1,h2, . . . ,hn) – identifying special grain bound-
aries – has to be selected. In the case of symmetric tilt boundaries
about the h001i axis, the reference misorientations are 0, 36.87,
53.13 and 90 to which the structural units A, B, C and D are
Table 1
Structural unit decomposition of symmetric tilt grain boundaries about the [001] axis.
h Grain boundary plane R Structural decomposition of the period Period vector
3.95 (15 14 0) 421 jAAAAAAAAAAAAAB.AAAAAAAAAAAAABj [14 15 0]
6.03 (10 9 0) 181 jAAAAAAAAB.AAAAAAAABj [9 10 0]
12.68 (5 4 0) 41 jAAAB.AAABj [4 5 0]
16.26 (4 3 0) 25 jAAB.AABj [3 4 0]
20.02 (10 7 0) 149 jAABABAB.AABABABj [7 10 0]
22.62 (3 2 0) 13 jAB.ABj [2 3 0]
25.06 (11 7 0) 85 jABABABBj 1/2 [7 11 0]
28.07 (5 3 0) 17 jABBj 1/2 [3 5 0]
30.51 (7 4 0) 65 jABBB.ABBBj [4 7 0]
33.40 (13 7 0) 109 jABBBBBBj 1/2 [7 13 0]
35.30 (29 15 0) 533 jABBBBBBBBBBBBBBj 1/2 [15 29 0]
36.87 (2 1 0) 5 jB.Bj [1 2 0]
39.60 (17 8 0) 353 jBBBBBBBC.BBBBBBBCj [8 17 0]
42.08 (9 4 0) 97 jBBBC.BBBCj [4 9 0]
43.60 (7 3 0) 29 jBBCj 1/2 [3 7 0]
46.40 (5 2 0) 29 jBC.BCj [2 5 0]
48.89 (8 3 0) 73 jBCC.BCCj [3 8 0]
51.11 (17 6 0) 325 jBCCCCC.BCCCCCj [6 17 0]
53.13 (3 1 0) 5 jCj 1/2 [1 3 0]
54.95 (19 6 0) 397 jCCCCCCD.CCCCCCDj [6 19 0]
56.60 (10 3 0) 109 jCCCD.CCCDj [3 10 0]
58.11 (7 2 0) 53 jCCD.CCDj [2 7 0]
61.93 (4 1 0) 17 jCD.CDj [1 4 0]
64.94 (9 2 0) 85 jCDCDD.CDCDDj [2 9 0]
67.38 (5 1 0) 13 jCDDj 1/2 [1 5 0]
71.08 (6 1 0) 37 jCDDD.CDDDj [1 6 0]
73.74 (7 1 0) 25 jCDDDDj 1/2 [1 7 0]
78.58 (10 1 0) 101 jCDDDDDDD.CDDDDDDDj [1 10 0]
82.37 (15 1 0) 113 jCDDDDDDDDDDDDj 1/2 [1 15 0]
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of only one repeated structural unit (Sutton and Vitek, 1983).
Structural continuity throughout the misorientation range entails
that all non-favored boundaries – i.e. boundaries with misorienta-
tion different from that of the reference special boundaries – con-
sist of a periodically reproduced sequence of structural units
pertaining to the two nearest favored boundaries. As such, allFig. 3. Projection of the structural units of a non planar grain boundary.boundaries with misorientation between 0 and 36.87 are com-
posed of only A and B structural units. The period of a given bound-
ary will be composed of ‘m’ majority units and ‘n’ minority units.
The minority units act as perturbations in an otherwise uniform
grain boundary structure of majority units. These are equivalent
to secondary grain boundary dislocations (Sutton and Vitek, 1983).
Consider a given grain boundary of misorientation h such that
h1 < h < h2. The grain boundary is thus composed of majority and
minority units associated with misorientation h1 and h2. Let us de-
note with d1 and d2 the rest length of each unit. Transitions from a
majority to a minority unit deﬁne the locations of disclination di-
poles with strength ±Dh = h2  h1 and length d02. Each dipole is sep-
arated by majority units with length equal to an integral multiple
of their characteristic length d01(Gertsman et al., 1989). The period
vector of a non-special grain boundary – with misorientation dif-
ferent from that of the energy cusps – can be decomposed into
the sum of the period vectors of its associated favored grain bound-
aries. Fig. 3 shows the decomposition of a period of a generic sym-
metric tilt grain boundary into structural units. These have
undergone a geometric distortion from their rest boundary lengths
d1 (majority unit) and d2 (minority unit) to d
0
1 and d
0
2 due to the
geometric constraints (25)–(27) on the period H. The distorted
units in the decomposed structure are thus the projection of the
undistorted structural units on the grain boundary plane.
The length of the period H is given by the following equations
and illustrated in Fig. 3 (Nazarov and Romanov, 1989):
H ¼ md01 þ nd02–md1 þ nd2; ð25Þ
H ¼ ðmd1Þ2 þ ðnd2Þ2 þ 2mnd1d2 cos h2  h12
  1=2
; ð26Þ
H sin
h
2
 
¼ md1 sin h12
 
þ nd2 sin h22
 
; ð27Þ
d01 ¼ d1 cos
h h1
2
 
; ð28Þ
d02 ¼ d2 cos
h2  h
2
 
: ð29Þ
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the tilt axis, c and to the normal, n, to the grain boundary plane.
For the sake of illustration; consider the h = 20.02 boundary. Its
delimiting boundaries are the 0 and 36.87 boundaries. It is a cen-
tered boundary with period vector [7 10 0] and the period vectors
of the 0 and 36.87 boundaries are 1/2[1 1 0] and [1 2 0]. The
decomposition of the half period of 20.02 boundary is:1
2
½7;10;0 ¼ 4
2
½1;1;0 þ 3
2
½1;2; 0: ð30ÞThe A units associated with the 0 boundary are the majority units
and the B units associated with the 36.87 boundary are the minor-
ity units.
The sequence of arrangement of the structural units is unique to
each boundary. The arrangement of the structural units has to ful-
ﬁll the following two conditions:
(1) The spacing between minority units must be maximized.
(2) The arrangement should form a periodic sequence continu-
ous with the neighboring boundary structures.
A periodic sequence of ‘m’ majority units and ‘n’ minority units
can be formed in (m + n  1)!/m!n! ways, and only one sequence
fulﬁlls the above conditions. The generation of this particular se-
quence is detailed in Sutton and Vitek (1983) and is performed
in two steps. First, the majority units are associated with minority
units such that each minority unit is separated by the same num-
ber of majority units. With m = 4 and n = 3 one obtains ABA-
BAB.ABABAB. Second, from the remaining majority units, if any,
each one is associated to an equal number of minority units. The
sequence for the 20.02 boundary is thus AABABAB.AABABAB.Table 2
Characteristic length of the majority and minority units and the Frank’s vector.
‘h’ in
degrees
Majority
units ‘m’ in
1 period and
(type of
structural
unit)
Minority
units ‘n’ in 1
period and
(type of
structural
unit)
Characteristic
length of
majority
units d01(nm)
Characteristic
length of
minority units
(Dipole arm
length)
d02(nm)
Frank’s
vector
‘x’
degrees
3.95 13 (A) 1 (B) 0.18021 0.27341 ±36.87
6.03 8 (A) 1 (B) 0.18006 0.27484 ±36.87
12.68 3 (A) 1 (B) 0.17921 0.27877 ±36.87
16.26 2 (A) 1 (B) 0.17850 0.28050 ±36.87
20.02 4 (A) 3 (B) 0.17757 0.28202 ±36.87
22.62 1 (A) 1 (B) 0.17681 0.28290 ±36.87
25.06 4 (B) 3 (A) 0.28358 0.17602 ±36.87
28.07 2 (B) 1 (A) 0.28426 0.17493 ±36.87
30.51 3 (B) 1 (A) 0.28466 0.17396 ±36.87
33.40 6 (B) 1 (A) 0.28497 0.17271 ±36.87
35.30 14 (B) 1 (A) 0.28507 0.17182 ±36.87
36.87 1 (B) 0 (A) – – ±36.87
39.60 7 (B) 1 (C) 0.28502 0.40038 ±16.26
42.08 3 (B) 1 (C) 0.28480 0.40132 ±16.26
43.60 2 (B) 1 (C) 0.28461 0.40180 ±16.26
46.40 1 (B) 1 (C) 0.28411 0.40250 ±16.26
48.89 2 (C) 1 (B) 0.40291 0.28353 ±16.26
51.11 5 (C) 1 (B) 0.40313 0.28290 ±16.26
53.13 1 (C) 0 (B) – – ±16.26
54.95 6 (C) 1 (D) 0.40314 0.12158 ±36.87
56.60 3 (C) 1 (D) 0.40301 0.12212 ±36.87
58.11 2 (C) 1 (D) 0.40281 0.12260 ±36.87
61.93 1 (C) 1 (D) 0.40200 0.12369 ±36.87
64.94 3 (D) 2 (C) 0.12446 0.40105 ±36.87
67.38 2 (D) 1 (C) 0.12502 0.40008 ±36.87
71.08 3 (D) 1 (C) 0.12577 0.39825 ±36.87
73.74 4 (D) 1 (C) 0.12622 0.39669 ±36.87
78.58 7 (D) 1 (C) 0.12687 0.39330 ±36.87
82.37 12 (D) 1 (C) 0.12722 0.39014 ±36.87With use of Table 1 and Eqs. (25)–(29), the 29 grain boundaries
investigated here are represented as a periodic replication of discli-
nation dipoles. For the sake of clarity, the magnitude of the Frank
vector and the characteristic lengths of the majority and minority
units are presented in Table 2.
The distance between the dipoles is a multiple of the character-
istic length of the majority structural units. As an example, con-
sider the 20.02 misorientation grain boundary; the structural
unit representation of this boundary is jAABABAB.AABABABjwhere
B represents a minority unit (disclination dipole). The characteris-
tic length of the B unit is 0.28202 nm. Two pairs of these B units are
separated by a majority A unit with characteristic length
0.17757 nm and every third pair is separated by two A units with
the distance between the B units being twice the characteristic
length of the majority units i.e. 0.35514 nm. Each period of the
grain boundary has the same conﬁguration.
3.2. Grain boundary excess elastic energy
The total grain boundary excess energy is the sum of its elastic,
core and surface energies. The elastic strain energy is the sum of
the contribution arising from the elastic strains and curvatures,
and their respective work conjugates, the Cauchy stresses and cou-
ple-stresses. Therefore, one has:
Ee ¼ Ecauchy þ Ecouple; ð31Þ
where,
Ecauchy ¼ 12rijeij ð32Þ
and,
Ecouple ¼ 12Mijjij: ð33Þ
The elastic excess energy of grain boundaries is computed via
superposition of deWit’s solutions for an inﬁnitely long disclina-
tion line given in Eqs. (4)–(20). The dipole spacing is speciﬁed in
Table 2.
The following procedure, illustrated in Fig. 4, is used to compute
the elastic energy of grain boundaries. A grain boundary – of height
of 10 lm – is placed at the center of a rectangular area of height
equal to that of the grain boundary and of width 100 nm. The en-
ergy is computed in a rectangular area centered in the domain. It
has a height equal to two times the period vector of the boundary
and a width 20 nm – i.e. 10 nm on each side of the grain boundary.
A two dimensional 4-point Gauss quadrature method is used to
integrate the energy of the grain boundary. The two parameters
of importance to reach the desired accuracy are the mesh size
and box size, both of which were optimized to reach convergence.
Note that, as the grain boundary has a ﬁnite height, the width of
the integration box is limited. A very ﬁne square mesh, of size
0.1 nm, is used to compute the energy of the surface such as to ob-
tain accurate values of the grain boundary energy. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, showing the energy ﬁeld associated with the 20.02 bound-
ary, it is found that using a width of 20 nm is sufﬁcient to ensure
convergence. Finally, due to the singularities in the stress ﬁeld of
disclinations, a cut-off length equal to the burgers vector magni-
tude for the (111) slip plane in FCC Copper is chosen. Its value is
0.255 nm. As expected the grain boundary energies obtained are ﬁ-
nite and independent of the integration box size chosen.
The material constants taken here are those of Cu; G = 48 GPa,
v = 0.34, a = b = 0.5 Gb2, c = 0, with b = 2.551A. The choice of a
has been adopted from Kröner’s estimate (Kroner, 1963). Clearly,
the contributions of curvature to the total elastic energy of grain
boundaries will scale with the choice of a. As such, the present esti-
mate of the curvature contributions allows only for a precise
Fig. 4. Integration mesh and box dimensions (not to scale) and the disclination arrangement in a 20.02 misorientation boundary. The red box denotes the area that falls in
the cut-off region whose half width is equal to the Burger’s vector magnitude for the h111i slip planes in FCC Cu. The right hand side of the ﬁgure shows the rxx(MPa)
component of the stress ﬁeld. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between the Cauchy part of the elastic strain energy obtained from analytical derivations and numerically as a function of misorientation angles, (b)
evolution of the total and Cauchy stresses and couple-stresses contributions to the grain boundary energy as a function of misorientation.
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ders of magnitude between the contributions from strains and
curvatures.
The numerical accuracy of the integration procedure is shown
in Fig. 5 (a), presenting a comparison of the evolution of the elastic
energy, Ecauchy with respect to the misorientation angle as obtained
via numerical integration and the analytical formulae (Bachurinet al., 2003). The numerical approach is in good agreement with
analytical proofs.
Fig. 5 (b) shows the evolution of ECauchy and Ecouple, obtained via
numerical integration, as a function of grain boundary misorienta-
tion. It is found that the contribution of couple-stresses mimics
that of Cauchy stresses. More importantly, the contribution of
couple-stresses to the total elastic energy is not negligible. As
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and of ﬁnite boundaries (Gertsman et al., 1989; Mikaelyan et al.,
2000) – the total grain boundary energy is the sum of the elastic
energy, the average of the speciﬁc energies of the each reference
unit and the core energy of each disclination dipole. It is shown
here that these approaches need modiﬁcations to account for the
contribution of couple-stresses.
4. Triple junction excess elastic energies
4.1. Kinematics
11 degrees of freedom are required to construct a TJ-5 to deﬁne
a ﬁrst boundary, 5 to deﬁne a second boundary and one to deﬁne
the orientation of the third boundary, which is left with only one
rotation degree of freedom as it initiates at the intersection of
the two other boundaries. If additionally, one considers the kine-
matic constraint imposed by the closure condition on a circuit
mapped around a TJ, solely 8 degrees of freedom are required to
uniquely deﬁne a TJ. These are reduced to 4 – in considering a 2-
dimensional case – (i.e. each grain orientation and grain boundary
orientation less the circuit closure constraint). If moreover, one is
limited to considering TJs built from symmetric tilt boundaries –
such as in the present case – then the dihedral angles of the bound-
aries follow from the grain boundary misorientations.
For the sake of illustration, Fig. 6 depicts a two dimensional TJ
built from the intersection of tilt boundaries where the dihedral
angles and the angle of orientation of each crystal with respect
to a reference x-axis are denoted with bi and ui with i 2 [1,3],
respectively. Grain boundary misorientations and angles with re-
spect to the x-axis deﬁned by grains i and j are denoted with [hij]
and bij with i, j 2 [1,3]. The connection between the misorientation
angles and the dihedral angles can be expressed with relatively
simple geometrical relations. If one denotes the rotation trans-
forming grain n into grain m, Rnm one has:
Rmn ¼
cos½hmn sin½hmn 0
 sin½hmn cos½hmn 0
0 0 1
0
B@
1
CA: ð34Þ
Additionally, the following constraint must be respected:
I ¼ R31:R23:R12; ð35ÞFig. 6. Schematic of the TJ geometry.where I denotes the identity matrix. Combining (34) and (35), the
following condition is obtained:
½h12 þ ½h23 þ ½h31 ¼ 2pn with n ¼ 0;1: ð36Þ
As seen in Fig. 6, the orientation of each boundary is given by:
b12 ¼
½h12
2
þU1 ð37Þ
b23 ¼ b12 þ
½h12
2
þ ½h23
2
ð38Þ
and
b31 ¼ b23 þ
½h23
2
þ ½h31
2
: ð39Þ
Therefore the dihedral angles of the boundaries are given by:
b1 ¼ b31  b23 ¼
½h23 þ ½h31
2
; ð40Þ
b3 ¼ b23  b12 ¼
½h12 þ ½h23
2
; ð41Þ
b2 ¼ 2p ðb1 þ b3Þ: ð42Þ
With (34)–(42) it is shown that a TJ built from symmetric tilt
boundaries essentially has two degrees of freedom – the remaining
two degrees of freedom are a consequence of the choice of the
former.
In the present case, all grain boundaries are [001] symmetric tilt
boundaries and crystal symmetry needs to be considered. As such,
if the misorientation, [hmn] between these [100] orientations of
grains m and n is greater than 90, the corresponding misorienta-
tion between the [010] lattice planes of these grains will be less
than 90 and one obtains:
h0mn
 	 ¼ p ½hmn: ð43Þ
In the rest of the document, TJs whose geometry respects (34)
through (42) are referred to as kinematically constrained.
4.2. Triple junction incompatibilities
Considerations developed in (34)–(42) simply address the kine-
matic construction of TJs in a two dimensional frame. Another set
of relations, derived from use of a variational method by Herring,
relates the kinematic of the TJ to the interfacial energy of each
grain boundary. Applying Herring’s relationship additionally to
those deﬁned in (34)–(42) essentially identiﬁes the most likely TJ
as that respecting force equilibrium in addition to kinematic con-
straints. In Herring’s analysis, interactions between grain bound-
aries – through their elastic strain and curvature ﬁelds – are
essentially disregarded. In what follows, another set of relation-Fig. 7. Schematic of a Frank circuit across a grain boundary.
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point of the discontinuities in the lattice curvature across the con-
curring grain boundaries. Consider a rectangular Frank circuit C
drawn across an interface I of unit normal vector n in the plane
(l,n) and bounding a surface S oriented by unit vector n  l, as
shown in Fig. 7.
Provisionally, the distribution of disclinations in the body is as-
sumed to include not only a continuous distribution in the bulk of
each domain D and D+, denoted with the bold character h, but also
a singular distribution h(I) along the interface I. This singular term
represents surface disclinations through a density of (adimension-
al) Frank vectors per m in the direction l. The net Frank vector x of
the disclinations threading S is such that:
8l 2 I; x ¼
Z
C
j:dr ¼
Z Z
S
h:ðn lÞdS: ð44Þ
If the circuit C is collapsed onto point P by letting h+ and h tend to
zero, and if L shrinks along the direction l, Eq. (44) becomes:
8l 2 I; ½j:l ¼ hðIÞ:ðn lÞ; ð45Þ
where [j] = j+  j denotes the discontinuity in the elastic curva-
ture tensor across the interface. Essentially, the continuous disclina-
tion density in D+ and D disappears in this limit, and Eq. (45)
provides the density h(I) of surface disclinations needed to accom-
modate the tangential discontinuity of the elastic curvature [j].l
across the interface. It has no implication on its normal
discontinuity.
Choosing continuous vs. singular modeling of the grain bound-
ary is liable. The choice amounts to treating the boundary as
spreading over a ﬁnite width or as a mathematical plane respec-
tively. It depends upon the desired accuracy of the description. If
the modeling choice is made to describe the interface in a contin-
uous manner to render its ﬁne structure, then the surface disclina-
tion concept must be surrendered, and Eq. (45) becomes:
8l 2 I; ½j:l ¼ 0: ð46Þ
The meaning of Eq. (46) is that, although a discontinuity in the elas-
tic curvature [j] may exist across the interface, its tangential conti-Fig. 8. Overall domain and integration box used to compute the elastic energy of t
misorientation of the grain boundaries in the event that the length of the grain boundanuity is required in continuous modeling. Eq. (46) is equally
transcribed as:
½j  n ¼ 0 ð47Þ
or in terms of its normal and tangential components, [j]n and [j]t,
as:
½jt ¼ ½j  ½jn ¼ ½j  ½j:n n ¼ 0: ð48Þ
Consider a TJ where three interfaces Ii; i=1, 2, 3 connect along a sin-
gle line, with respective discontinuities in the elastic curvature [j]i;
i = 1, 3. If the choice of continuous modeling is made, closure re-
quires that the sum of all discontinuities vanish at the TJ:
X3
i¼1
½ji ¼ 0: ð49Þ
Summing the relations (48) for all three interfaces, and using Eq.
(49), it is seen that the normal discontinuities in the elastic curva-
ture need to satisfy a Kirchhoff-like compatibility condition at the
TJ:
X3
i¼1
½ji:ni  ni ¼ 0; ð50Þ
where ni stands for the unit normal to the interface Ii.
We now specialize this analysis to the 2-dimensional case of TJs
built from symmetric tilt boundaries, for which kinematic con-
straints were given above. Here, (u1,u2,u3) is an orthogonal local
reference frame associated with an interface, with (u1,u3) in the
interface (u3 normal to the plane of interest) and u2 normal to
the interface. Provisionally adopting singular modeling of the
interface, one can obtain the following surface – disclinations
components:
½j:u1 ¼ hs1ðu2  u1Þ ¼ hs1u3 ð51Þ
and,
½j:u3 ¼ hs3ðu2  u3Þ ¼ hs3u1: ð52Þ
Let us assume that hs3 ¼ 0 in this 2D problem. The normal disconti-
nuity is simply written as: [j].  u2 = [h]u3, where ½h is the misori-riple lines (not to scale). Compensating disclinations are added to maintain the
ry is not an integral multiple of its period.
Fig. 9. Evolution of total energy as a function of grain boundary length for a 4, 2,
2 TJ with ﬁxed and equal dihedral angles, keeping the box size constant
(17.24 nm).
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the elastic curvature tensor across an interface is given by the
matrix:
½j ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0
hsl ½h 0
0
B@
1
CA ð53Þ
written in the local reference frame (u1,u2,u3). From (45)–(53) gen-
eral compatibility relationships can be established. Consider a TJ
where as in the previous case, discontinuities parallel to the TJ line
are accounted for, except for one row due to 2D approximation. In
the local coordinate system associated with each grain boundary
the discontinuity in curvature is written as:
For Interface 1
½jI1 ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0
hs12 ½h12 0
0
B@
1
CA: ð54Þ
For Interface 2
½jI2 ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0
hs23 ½h23 0
0
B@
1
CA: ð55Þ
For Interface 3
½jI3 ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0
hs31 ½h31 0
0
B@
1
CA: ð56Þ
Condition (50) must be expressed in a frame common to all inter-
faces. Choosing the frame of interface 1 as the reference frame,
one obtains the following two conditions after some algebra:
½h12þhs23 cosb23þ½h23sinb23þhs31 cosb31þ½h31sinb31 ¼0; ð57Þ
hs12þhs23 sinb23½h23cosb23þhs31 sinb31½h31cosb31 ¼0: ð58Þ
Conditions (57) and (58) are the general compatibility conditions
between the misorientations, the boundary orientations and surface
disclinations for a TJ. We may deﬁne:
h13ðIÞ ¼ hs23 cosb23 þ hs31 cos b31; ð59Þ
h23ðIÞ ¼ hs12 þ hs23 sinb23 þ hs31 sin b31 ð60Þ
as the TJ disclination components in the reference frame, and write
equivalently
½h12 þ ½h23 sinb23 þ ½h31 sin b31 ¼ h13ðIÞ; ð61Þ
½h23 cosb23 þ ½h31 cos b31 ¼ h23ðIÞ: ð62Þ
Of course, the kinematic compatibility relation (36) between the
misorientations still holds. Therefore, a simple linear algebraic sys-
tem for the misorientations can be obtained:
½h23ðsin b23  1Þ þ ½h31ðsinb31  1Þ ¼ h13ðIÞ  2np; ð63Þ
½h23 cosb23 þ ½h31 cos b31 ¼ h23ðIÞ: ð64Þ
If the grain boundary orientations b1, b2, b3 are such that the dihe-
dral angles are all equal to 2p/3 and if no tangential discontinuity is
allowed, then one obtains from this system:
½h12 ¼ ½h23 ¼ ½h31 ¼ 2p3 : ð65Þ
Interestingly the same result would be found by considering a force
balance. If now one considers a particular case where the dihedral
angles are not ﬁxed but the tangential discontinuities are still not
allowed, one obtains:½h12
sinðb23  b31Þ
¼  ½h23
cos b31
¼ ½h31
cos b23
: ð66Þ
Relationship (66) is to be considered as an expression alternate
to that of Herring. It deﬁnes a unique geometry respecting all the
kinematic constraints previously discussed, and where consider-
ation is made of tangential continuity conditions on the elastic cur-
vature across all grain boundaries. Eq. (66) will be referred to in the
following as the TJ compatibility condition.
4.3. Relationship between triple junction geometry and excess energy
Two-dimensional triple junctions (Fig. 6) are represented by
assembling three-grain boundaries according to their speciﬁed
dihedral angles. As shown in Fig. 8, each grain boundary is repre-
sented with help of the DSUM. As grain boundaries reaching the
triple junction are essentially semi-inﬁnite, the construction of
the triple line raises the question of the initial positioning of the
disclinations associated with each grain boundary. Choice is made
here to let all grain boundaries start at the triple line. In the event
that the grain boundary length is not an integral multiple of its per-
iod, compensating disclinations are added at the ends of the grain
boundaries such as to maintain the misorientation. An alternative
choice would consist of allowing for an offset in the position of the
ﬁrst disclination of each boundary with respect to the triple line.
While this may reduce the energy of the boundary, the local mis-
orientation across a grain boundary near the triple line would be
changed.
The elastic energy of TJs is computed via similar numerical inte-
gration as used in the case of grain boundaries. First, the elastic en-
ergy – containing both strain and curvature contributions – of a
square area centered at the TJ is computed using a 2D Gauss quad-
rature integration method (Fig. 8). The domain size is decomposed
in elements of equal size. In the integration area, contributions
from all disclination dipoles – of each of the three grain boundaries
– are accounted for. Each grain boundary length is larger than the
integration box size. Convergence tests are performed to determine
the grain boundary length and the integration box size yielding
accurate values of the triple line energies. Fig. 9 shows, for a ﬁxed
integration area and mesh size, the effect of the grain boundary
length on the elastic energy of a 4, 2, 2 TJ with ﬁxed and equal
dihedral angles for a constant box size of 17.24 nm. The elastic en-
ergy converges when the grain boundary length is equal to or lar-
ger than 20 lm. An estimate of the maximum ratio of box size to
the grain boundary length to reach convergence yields a value of
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removing the elastic energy contribution of each grain boundary
from the total energy of the integration box. The former is obtained
by multiplying the elastic energy per unit area – obtained in Sec-
tion 3.2 – of the inﬁnitely long grain boundary by the grain bound-
ary length.
The evolution of elastic energy with respect to the box size is
studied such as to optimize the size of the integration box. In this
case the grain boundary length is kept constant at 20 lm and the
maximum box size that can be chosen is 17.24 nm (in order to
avoid end effects discussed above). The elastic energy and stress
ﬁeld evolution as a function of box size are shown in Fig. 10. Here,
a triple line with grain boundary misorientations 35, 50, 85 is
considered and two geometries are studied (1) ﬁxed dihedral an-
gles and, (2) kinematically constrained by equations Eqs. (34)–
(43). As shown in Figs. 10(a) and (c), the elastic energy of theFig. 10. (a) Evolution of TJ energy and (c) stress ﬁeld rxx (MPa) in the case of a 35, 50, 
energy and (d) stress ﬁeld rxx (MPa) in the case of a 35, 50, 85 kinematically constrai
in all cases. The red line denotes the largest box size beyond which the end effects inﬂuunconstrained triple line appears to be diverging. This is also
emphasized with the contribution of end-effects past box sizes of
17.24 nm. This is to be expected as incompatibilities are necessar-
ily induced by the fact that the kinematic constraints are not re-
spected. In the case where the kinematic constraints are
respected, it is found that the computation of the excess elastic
energies of triple lines is far less sensitive to the box size up to a
certain point (varies for different TJ conﬁgurations) beyond which
the end effects are non-negligible. This point is clearly marked in
the Figs. 10(a) and (b). The global minimum in the elastic energy
in the case of 35, 50, 85 kinematically constrained TJ occurs
at a box size of 17.24 nm. It is to be noted that the box size leading
to a global excess elastic energy at the triple line is dependent on
the triple line geometry and grain boundary misorientations.
As a result of the numerical study, in order to avoid end-effects,
the grain boundary length chosen is 20 lm and a ﬁne mesh of size85 TJ with 120 degrees dihedral angles, as a function of box size. (b) Evolution of TJ
ned TJ, as a function of box size. The grain boundary length is kept constant (20 lm)
ence the elastic energy.
Fig. 11. Evolution of the total excess elastic energy (nJ/m) with grain boundary misorientation angles in the case of TJs with ﬁxed and equal dihedral angles.
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higher accuracy. The box size is ﬁxed at 17.24 nm.
In choosing these parameters for the simulations, it is possible
that the excess energy of some of the very high energy triple lines
may be slightly underestimated. Since this is a comparative study
and the most interesting results are the ones that correspond to a
minima in excess energy, hence this does not affect the
conclusions.
(1) First, the sole effect of misorientations is studied. The three
dihedral angles are set equal to 120 degrees and two of
the misorientation angles are varied independently between
– 90 and 90 degrees. The last misorientation angle is such
that constraint (36) is respected. Clearly, in this case, the
relations (38) through (43) are no longer respected – this
signiﬁes that TJs constructed in these ﬁrst virtual variations
of the parameters should be composed of at least one non-
symmetric boundary. Further, these variations of the misori-
entations are generally incompatible with either the Herring
relation or the compatibility relation (66).
(2) In a second series of computations, the sole effect of dihedral
angles is studied. For this purpose two of the misorientations
are equal and the third one, [h31], is set according to the rela-
tionship obtained from (39). Two of the dihedral angles were
varied independently from 90 to 150 and the third one was
such that (42) is respected. Again, these virtual variations of
the dihedral angles are generally incompatible with either
the Herring relation or the compatibility relation (66).
(3) The last set of computations considers the case where all the
kinematic constraints (37)–(43) are respected. Therefore in
this case, there are only two degrees of freedom left. In thepresent case choice was made to vary [h12] and [h23] – by vir-
tue of (40)–(42) the TJ dihedral angles are a consequence of
the misorientation angles. As in the previous two cases,
these variations of the misorientations are generally incom-
patible with either the Herring relation or the compatibility
relation (66) except at one point.
4.3.1. The effect of misorientation changes on TJ excess energy
Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the total excess elastic energy as
a function of grain boundary misorientation angles with ﬁxed and
equal dihedral angles. Also, for the sake of completeness Fig. 12(a)
and (b) details the Cauchy and couple-stress related excess elastic
energy variations. Additionally, in both ﬁgures, TJ geometries
respecting the kinematical, compatibility and equilibrium condi-
tion of Herring are shown. Here, since all dihedral angles are equal,
the corresponding kinematically constrained TJ coincides with that
identiﬁed by both Herring’s relation and the compatibility condi-
tion on curvature. Additionally, Fig. 11 delineates grain boundary
misorientations corresponding to special cusp grain boundaries;
these are shown with straight lines. Minimum and negative energy
points are also clearly identiﬁed in both Figs. 11 and 12. Some com-
binations of TJs having misorientations equal to np/2 (n = 0,1 and
2) between two of the three associated grains correspond to the
same crystal lattice orientation in both these grains and as such
do not form a grain boundary. The blanks in the Figs. 11, 12(a)
and (b) correspond to these TJs.
Observation of Fig. 11 shows that the orders of magnitude of the
predicted TJ excess energies are in general agreement with the few
measures available to date (Fortier et al., 1991). It is essential to
note in this ﬁgure that the compatibility, equilibrium and kine-
matic conditions described in the above do not correspond to
Fig. 12. Evolution of the Cauchy (a) and Couple (b) stresses contribution excess elastic energy in (nJ/m) with grain boundary misorientation angles in the case of TJs with ﬁxed
and equal dihedral angles.
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Fig. 13. Normalized total triple line excess energy contributions for the 4, 2, 2
TJ (a) and 20, 10, 10 TJ (b).
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total excess energy of the compatible TJ is predicted to be equal to
607.29 nJ/m from Fig. 11 – in either of Fig. 11 or Fig. 12. Note sim-
ilarly that TJs constructed from two special cusp grain boundaries
do not correspond to local energy minima.
TJs corresponding to very low excess energies have a negative
energy contribution coming from the couple stresses (see
Fig. 12(b)). This suggests that couple stresses tend to stabilize some
of the TJ conﬁgurations. However, it is to be noted that the TJ sta-
bility is necessarily related with the structure of the connected
grain boundaries. As such, if, during the course of loading, the local
grain boundary misorientations evolve in the neighborhood of the
TJ, the TJ excess energy will also change, and an a priori low energy
TJ may – or may not – become a high energy one. Since they are not
located in global energy minima, it is thus critical to develop a dy-
namic model for TJs. Such method will be shown in the companion
paper (Fressengeas et al., 2011).
The energy evolutions in both Fig. 11 and 12 clearly exhibit a
point symmetry that is a consequence of the crystal symmetry it-
self. The global minima indicated on the maps all have the exact
same value. The existence of multiple minima is a consequence
of the crystal symmetry. Interestingly though, the central region
of the plot exhibits a six fold symmetry where six regions of high
excess energies can be identiﬁed. In attempting to connect the
present results with the extension of the O-lattice theory of Boll-
man to the case of TJs two remarks are to be made. First, as dis-
cussed in the above and in Dimitrakopulos et al. (1996), circuit
mapping around a TJ and shrinking the circuit to a point yields a
null enclosed area, which cannot act as a support either for dislo-
cation or for disclination densities. Therefore, it is to be pointed
out that – regardless of the transformation operators used to per-
form circuit mapping around a triple line-a claim on the defect
character of a triple line necessarily supposes that the circuit
map is reduced to a small but non zero characteristic size e. Con-
nection with experimental measures – such as EBSD or HR-EBSD
– also necessitates a reduction of the circuit map to a small but
non-zero size, e.g. the smallest pixel size that can be detected by
the experimental set-up. This experimental constraint is fortu-
nately consistent with the present continuous approach. The very
high-energy regions found in Fig. 12(a) and (b) may be associated
to a net TJ disclination – with non zero circuit size. In other words,
the point disclination defect deﬁned by Eqs. 57, 58 is non zero only
if e > 0.
Also it is found – by comparison between Fig. 12(a) and (b) –
that the contributions arising from the Cauchy stress are two to
three orders of magnitude larger than those arising from couple-
stresses. The fact that couple-stress contributions are much lower
than that of Cauchy stress is not surprising as per result on the rel-
ative contributions of couple-stresses on the grain boundary elastic
energy (see Fig. 5). However, the difference in order of magnitude
of each contribution suggests that signiﬁcant disclination screen-
ing is occurring at TJs. Second, comparison between Fig. 12(a)
and (b) also shows that the couple-stress contributions and Cauchy
contribution evolve in similar fashions – i.e. the local minima in ex-
cess energy associated with contributions from Cauchy stress cor-
respond to local minima in the corresponding couple-stress
contributions.
4.3.2. Effects of Dihedral angles
In order to study the effect of changes in the dihedral angles on
the evolution of excess elastic energy – at ﬁxed misorientation an-
gles, two reference TJs are used. Note that as in the previous case,
all structures studied do not respect the kinematical constraints
(34)–(43). The present study is thus to be regarded as purely para-
metric. The ﬁrst TJ studied is built from grain boundaries with low
misorientation (4,2,2) and large period vectors while thesecond conﬁguration studied corresponds to a TJ resulting from
the intersection of relatively high angle grain boundaries
(20,10,10) and thus small period vectors.
Comparison between the two cases allows identiﬁcation – if
those exist-of general trends associated with the effect of dihedral
angle evolutions. Results pertaining to the evolution of the total
energy of the TJ in these simulations are presented in Fig. 13(a)
and (b). In Fig. 13(a) and (b) the evolution of Cauchy related and
couple-stress related parts of the excess energy, respectively, as a
function of dihedral angles are shown for the ﬁrst TJ – i.e. with
(4,2,2) boundary misorientations. Similarly, results dedi-
cated to the case of the second TJ considered are shown in
Fig. 14(c) and (d). For the sake of clarity each plot is normalized
by its absolute maximum. As in the previous case, TJ respecting
kinematic constraints, compatibility conditions and Herrings rela-
tionship are shown with point symbols, as well as the minima of
the plots. In the present case, as the dihedral angles are left free
to vary and the grain boundary misorientations are ﬁxed and used
Fig. 14. Normalized triple line excess energy contributions from the (b,d) couple and (a,c) Cauchy stresses with respect to the change in the dihedral angles for the 4, 2,
2 TJ (a,c) and 20, 10, 10 TJ (b,d).
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the kinematically constrained condition and the compatibility
condition (66), each of these conditions will not yield the same
point.
From Fig. 13, a comparison of the relationships between dihe-
dral angles and TJ excess energy for both TJ studied clearly shows
that no general trend, i.e. independent on the grain boundary mis-
orientations, can be extrapolated. Indeed, considering solely the
case of Cauchy stresses, it is found that low dihedral angles corre-
spond to low energy levels in the case of the (4,2,2) TJ while
the same dihedral angles yield large values of the TJ excess energy
for the large misorientations.Note here, that the change in grain boundary structure – i.e.
leading to an asymmetric boundary-resulting from a change in
the dihedral angles is not accounted for. These changes are expected
to beminor for (1) small changes in the dihedral angles and (2) long
period vector boundaries such as the (4,2,2). Interestingly it is
found that in the case of the ﬁrst TJ, with (4,2,2) departure
from the kinematically constrained conﬁguration – which, in this
case, physically corresponds to a change in dihedral angles – can
lead to higher excess energy conﬁgurations. However, this is not
the case for the (20,10,10) TJ. In the latter case, deviating
away from the kinematically constrained conﬁguration lowers the
excess energy of the TJ, thus improving its stability.
Fig. 15. Total excess energy evolution with respect to the grain boundary misorientations in the case of kinematically constrained TJ.
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both TJs, change in dihedral angles produce very similar variations
in the couple-stress related part of the excess energy. As shown in
Fig. 14(a) and (c), this is clearly not the case for the Cauchy stress
related part of the excess energy. As, in general the Cauchy stress
related part of the excess energy is much larger in magnitude than
that of the couple-stress contributions to the elastic energy, simi-
larity in the evolution of the total excess energy (Fig. 13(a) and
(b)) and the Cauchy related part of the excess energy (Fig. 14(a)
and (c)) is expected.
4.3.3. Relationship between triple junction excess energy and grain
boundary misorientations in the kinematically constrained case
In the case of kinematically constrained TJs resulting from the
intersection of three symmetric tilt grain boundaries, the evolution
of the total excess energy as a function of two of the grain bound-
ary misorientations is shown in Fig. 15. In essence, the coupled ef-
fect of misorientations and dihedral variations is investigated. As in
(a), negative energy points, the global minimum TJ respecting
Herring’s relationship and that respecting the compatibility condi-
tion are denoted with point symbols. Again, dashed lines denote
special cusps misorientations. Unlike the case of TJs with ﬁxed
dihedral angles a six-fold symmetry no longer exists for the kine-
matically constrained TJs. This is a result of the constraint on the
dihedral angles.
It is found here that large variations in the energy levels appear.
More interestingly, non negligible areas of the plots exhibit nega-
tive excess energies. From comparison with results obtained in
simulations (a) and (b) it is clear that this is the result of the cou-
pling between dihedral angles and grain boundary misorientations.
Note however, that although it is often the case, the excess energyof the kinematically constrained TJ is not necessarily lower than
that of the ‘‘iso’’ triple junction with equal dihedral angles and
same grain boundary misorientation angles. Moreover, it is found
here that neither the TJ identiﬁed by Herring’s relationship or by
the compatibility requirements correspond to the global minimum
energy TJs. Again, this result serves as a strong motivation for the
dynamic mechanics of defect ﬁelds presented in the companion
paper (Fressengeas et al., 2011).
In order to appreciate the possible role of couple-stresses on
minimizing the energy of TJ, Fig. 16 presents the evolution of the
ratio r = jEcouplej/(jEcouplej + jECauchyj) as a function of grain boundary
misorientations. It is found here that most points with negative ex-
cess energy correspond to large r values between 0.2 and 0.85.
Moreover, the regions of large r values are rather diffuse. Thus, a
local change in grain boundary misorientation in these regions –
due to an externally applied load for example-would not drasti-
cally change the triple junction excess energy. This suggests that
couple-stresses may play a key role in stabilizing TJs.
5. Conclusion
In this work an elasto-static study of the relationships between
triple-junction excess elastic energy and both geometry and grain
boundary structure is conducted. The work is restricted to the case
of two-dimensional triple junctions, and all grain boundaries are
considered to be tilt and symmetric. The disclination structural
unit model is used to represent grain boundaries, and both their
Cauchy and couple-stress ﬁelds are quantiﬁed using an elastically
isotropic framework. The description of triple junction incompati-
bilities uses new tangential continuity conditions derived from the
conservation of Frank’s vector along the involved grain boundaries.
Fig. 16. Evolution of the ratio: r = jEcouplej/(jEcouplej + jECauchyj) with respect to the grain boundary misorientations.
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aries in fcc copper. It is found that the contribution of elastic
curvatures and their work conjugates – i.e. the couple-stresses –
to the grain boundary elastic energy is small compared to that of
elastic strains and their work conjugates (the Cauchy stresses),
but non negligible. Considering triple junctions, the work is applied
to study (1) the role of grain boundary misorientations, (2) the role
of dihedral angles and (3) the coupling between the former two, on
triple junction excess energies. It is found, as could be expected,
that both grain boundary structure – i.e. misorientation-and triple
junction geometry have signiﬁcant effects – of similar magnitude-
on the elastic energy generated by the triple junction. Overall, the
orders of magnitude of the energy predicted are in agreement with
experimental measurements (Fortier et al., 1991). Focusing on the
effect of misorientation, an unexpected six-fold symmetry relation
is found in a large region of the subspace investigated for the ﬁxed
dihedral angles case which no longer exists for the kinematically
constrained TJs.
The work shows that – with the adopted construction-the en-
ergy levels of triple junctions vary signiﬁcantly. Two cases appear
of more critical importance. First, very large triple junction excess
energies appear in a signiﬁcant part of the geometries considered.
These triple junctions are unlikely to be observed. They should
yield large driving forces associated with plasticity mechanisms.
Such conclusion is in agreement with molecular dynamics simula-
tions (Zhou et al., 2008). Second, all triple junction geometries with
negative excess energies were identiﬁed. In those negative energy
cases, the contribution of curvatures (and couple-stresses) to the
total system energy is comparable to that of strains (and Cauchy
stress). Finally, kinematically admissible triple junctions, i.e. triplejunctions satisfying the kinematic constraints and compatibility
conditions on the normal discontinuities of elastic curvature, do
not correspond to global but to local minima of the excess energy.
As such, they involve relatively higher energy levels. This ﬁnding
suggests that a complete understanding of the stability of triple
junctions is achievable solely through a dynamic mechanical
model of linear crystal defects. Such a theory is presented in the
companion paper (Fressengeas et al., 2011).References
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